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The celebration of July 26, National Rebellion Day, brought with it a

series of construction actions for the well-being of the people of

Holguin, as it was observed in the municipality of Rafael Freyre,

which took part in the provincial act for the date.

In the ceremony held in the mausoleum square that bears the name of

the distinguished martyr of the territory - Rafael Freyre Torres - and

that gives its name to this coastal municipality, the people were

happy for the appointment with history and for the numerous works

inaugurated or reopened after a major renovation.
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The Casita Infantil "Manzanitas del Cariño" (day care), in Fray

Benito, stood out, where many neighbors gathered for the inauguration

of the dream of this town, as said Orlando Toledo Velázquez, retired

worker from Public Health, what was a great need there because, "for

example, my daughter and my granddaughter, both work in Education, and

here they will take care of their children and will no longer have to

pay more than a thousand or almost two thousand pesos to a caregiver".

One of the beneficiaries, Yanitza Morgado Ramos, a psychology graduate

who works as a psychopedagogue at the Antonio Maceo mixed center,

whose three year old daughter will be cared for in this Casita

Infantil, said "now I feel relieved, besides being immensely grateful

for this new and quality service that will allow me in the future to

make better use of her salary".
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In addition to carrying out 114 works of economic and social interest

that respond to the proposals of the process of accountability of the

delegates of People's Power, stood out other actions, such as in

"Mario Muñoz Monroy" polyclinic with hospitalization service.

Among others, the waterproofing of its roof, the capital repair of the

medicine room, the rehabilitation of the radiology room, the rescue of

the intensive care service, the operating-room, prepartum and recovery

rooms.

An indicator that stands out in this municipality is the infant

mortality rate of 6.25 per thousand live births, although the purpose

is to continue improving it.
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These are only palpable examples, which together with the paving and

arrangement of the Avenue and the main streets of Santa Lucia -the

municipal capital-, the Museum of History Rafael Freyre Torres, which

today looks very elegant, among other achievements, gladden the hearts

of the people of Freyre.

The celebration of July 26 represents new goals for all the people of

Holguin, "from the municipality of Calixto Garcia to the reddish land

of Moa, actions of repair, maintenance, and investments have been

carried out that encourage the grateful ones, although others only see

the stains", said in the central words of the act Ernesto Santiesteban

Velazquez, member of the Central Committee of the Party and First

Secretary in Holguin.

And he reaffirmed that even in the midst of the limitations, actions

of popular benefit will continue, especially in the neighborhood,

where the revolutionary vigilance will never be neglected, and that

only unity, - our strategic weapon -, that which has brought us this

far, and will continue guiding us towards the future, will be our

answer, emphasized the also deputy to the National Assembly of

People's Power (Cuban Parliament).
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